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                                          Description Occurence Deduction Total 

Tumbling

Individual Athlete Fall- Minor
Ex. Include but not limited to: hands touch, stumbling out of 

and/or over rotation to bottom.
0.25

Individual Athlete Fall- Major
Ex. Include but not limited to: landing with hands/knees/head or 

chest near the ground. Weight bearing on hands or knees. 
0.50

Individual Athlete Fall- Severe
Ex. Include but not limited to: a fall on or close to the head 

or back that requires ample time to get up.
0.75

Building 

Building Bobble
Ex. Include but not limited to: Stunts, Tosses, Pyramid that almost drop/ fall but 

are saved (includes excessive movement of bases). Stunts that cradle early 
but do not meet any of the Minor/Major Fall definitions.

0.5

Building Fall- Minor 
Ex. Include but not limited to: Drop from individual stunts to load in, cradle, 

prone, or fatback. It also would include the top becoming weight bearing on the 
spot, a base or spot landing on the ground. 

2.0

Building Fall- Major 
Ex. Include but not limited to: Drop from individual stunt to a compromising 

position (top landing in a position not mentioned in Stunt/Pyramid Minor Fall or 
to the ground) or multiple bases or base and spot landing on the ground.

3.0

Pyramid Fall
Examples would include 2 or more connected stunts falling. If multiple 
pyramids are build at the same time, each pyramid would be treated 

separately. If multiple tops fall in the same pyramid. 

4.0

Prop Violation Throwing of signs 1.0

Time Violation

3-5 Seconds Over 1.0

6-8 Seconds Over 2.0

8-10 Seconds Over 3.0

10 or More Seconds Over 5.0

Uniform 
Violation 5.0

Unsportsmanlike 
Violation 5.0

Safety Violation

Warning Category Page # 8.0

                                                                                                       TOTAL


